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VISITOR MANAGEMENT WITH DIGITAL RECEPTION

MORE EFFECTIVE
No more queues or 

long waiting

SECURE
Know how many guests are on 

your territory, where they are and 
who accompanies them

FRIENDLY
Unobtrusive control

VIDEO ANALYTICS
Powered by video analytics 

NAVIGATION TECHNOLOGIES
Simplifies and speeds up guest 

passing procedure
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VISITOR MANAGEMENT

Receptionist assistance and guidance

Reduced queues and waiting times

Managed guest flows at the facility and visiting time

Smart alert system

Data collection based on video analytics and Business 
Intelligence
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USER FRIENDLY AND AUTOMATED

Employees they can order a pass 
using a web-form or a chatbot

No need to call reception or 
stand in line for a guest pass

Extend guest pass by sending a 
notification on required time
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CONTACTLESS AND CONVENIENT

OPTIONAL INTEGRATION

FIRST VISIT

SECOND VISIT

Guests register at a self-service  kiosk, that verifies guest 
identity, scans passport and issues a pass. 

At the next visit, this person will 
automatically receive a QR code for access. 

Forget about ID cards and 
guest passes which can 
be lost or used by 
unauthorized people 

Access control

Entrance doors

Navigation software

Turnstiles

Etc.
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INTERACTIVE LOCATION MAP

3D MAP

Tracks visitors 

Displays their location on an 
interactive 3D-map of the office

Controls the length of their stay

Notifies when it's time to leave

Warns if the area is restricted

You can get detailed reports of 
employee attendance and 
movement
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NOTIFICATIONS AND ALERTS

The system sends a wide range of 
notifications:

Guest arrived
Pass is expiring
Pass expired
Guest is about to enter restricted area
Guest entered restricted area
Guest forgot a card
Pass validity and meeting location
Etc.

VIA
CHATBOT SMS

MOBILE LAPTOP TABLET
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AUTOMATED CAR PASSES

Guests automatically get access to 
the parking lot.

Car’s plate number is recognized 
and compared with pass info. 

The system runs a match check 
between the guest’s face and pass 
photo.
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ATTENDANCE CONTROL

High accuracy of check-in/out

Check-in/out (face recognition) in less than a second

Unobtrusive control over employee time & attendance

Dress code control

Create a friendly environment for your employees with 
invisible and contactless attendance control system 
based on video analytics and AI. 
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SECURED PERIMETER

The solution helps 
prevent unauthorized use 
of lost or stolen passes
and reduces the risk of 
attendance fraud
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DRESS CODE CONTROL

Attendance Control 
recognizes whether 
an employee is in 
compliance with the 
dress code
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EMOTIONAL RESPONSES

Evaluate the quality of services provided by your organization 
with Video Analytics add-on module of Emotion Recognition

Distinguishes five basic emotions: happiness, sadness, neutral

You will have a deeper understanding of how your clients are 
satisfied with the customer service
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WHAT DOES IT CONSIST OF?

LEGACY PREMIUM

Video analytics + cards Video analytics

First visit registration Kiosk Remote

Visitor verification; 

issue and return of 

passes

Kiosk Kiosk

Type of pass Guest pass (Bluetooth optionally) Face biometry

Access to rooms, 

buildings and facilities
Access control by guest pass Face biometry

Tracking visitor 

location
Bluetooth beacons Video analytics

Attendance control ID card + face biometry Face biometry
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